Some of high-pressure rheology of solidified lubricating greases and their base oils were estimated up to 3.5 GPa by metal microsphere deformation analysis in a diamond-anvil pressure cell (DAC) under the quasi-static compression condition. From aluminum sphere deformation in the greases, the solidification pressures of lithium greases were obtained and were almost the same as those of their base oils. Whereas, the solidification pressures of urea greases were slightly higher than those of their base oils and lithium greases. The solidification pressure was about 0.6 GPa for the traction grease, whereas it was 1.5-1.8 GPa for both PAO greases and MAC greases (space lubricants). Estimated traction coefficients from copper sphere deformation were 0.06-0.07 at 0.6 GPa-2.5 GPa for the traction grease and 0.03-0.04 around 3 GPa for both PAO greases and MAC greases and few difference was found out between greases and their base oils for all the lubricants.
Introduction
Hertzian contact pressure in rolling bearings and traction CVT of automobiles often exceeds 3 GPa at which lubricants in EHL thin film seem to behave like solid [1] . This solidification may brings about power loss and limits force-transmitting capacity in such machine elements. Nakamura et al. proposed an original method to evaluate static solidification (glass transition) properties for non-hydrostatically pressurized lubricants up to 5 GPa by observing plastic deformations of metal microspheres (about 0.07 mm) in lubricants using a diamond-anvil pressure cell (DAC) [2, 3] .
EHL film thickness and traction force of greases are basically similar to their base oil. However their non-Newtonian behaviors may affect these high pressure features under some conditions. Kimura et al. reported the formation of thick EHL film of greases at low speed [4] . However these high pressure rheology of lubricating greases has not been evaluated.
In the present study, employing the above proposed method with the DAC, solidification pressure and traction coefficient of solidified lubricating greases and their base oils are estimated up to 3.5 GPa.
Experimental method
Grease specimens and their base oils are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. Thickener of greases is lithium (12-hydroxy stearate) or urea (aliphatic diurea) and their base oils are TD2 (Traction oil + PAO), PAO6 (Polyalphaolefin) and space lubricant 2001A (Multiply-alkylated cyclopentane, MAC) [5] . All experiments were carried out at 24 ± 1°C under the quasi-static compression condition.
Using a DAC ( Fig. 1) for pressure generation, a metal sphere and sample grease or base oil are inserted into the hole of the gasket (pressure chamber). The gasket material is phosphor copper (Cu) for TD2 and TD2Li and phosphor bronze (PB) for other specimens. A metal sphere for rheological evaluations is Cu or Al (aluminum) of about 60 μm in diameter. The hole is drilled (ϕ0.5) into a metal sheet gasket (0.5 t) (Initial dimensions of pressure chamber). The pressure was determined by the ruby scale method [6] . It was previously reported that, at pressures greater than 1.5 GPa, non-hydrostatic pressurization of lubricants creates a radial pressure distribution in a lubricant-solidified pressure chamber [3] , and the assumption of axisymmetric, linear pressure distribution was proven to be appropriate. In the present study, the slope of the linear pressure distribution was determined by pressure measurements on three rubies positioned at different points in the chamber, from which the pressure P s at the position of the sphere and the mean pressure P m were determined.
Results and discussions
3.1. Observation of plastic deformations of metal microspheres and solidification pressure Figure 2 (a) shows an example of the initial state of the pressure chamber with Al sphere at atmospheric pressure (0.1 MPa) for traction lithium grease TD2Li. Over 0.6 GPa, Al sphere gradually deformed with increasing pressure. In Fig. 2(b) , the large deformation to elliptical-like shape appears at maximum pressure. Sphere deformation of PAO6Li of (c) and MU of (d) is not so large. Deformation features in greases depended on each experimental condition (sphere and gasket material and base oil) and were almost the same as those in their base oils. The sphere deformation was caused by non-hydrostatically pressurized solidified lubricants (appearance of resolved shear stress in the solidified base oils) in the DAC. The pressure chamber remained transparent to the maximum pressure, which implies that the greases were glassy solidified as well as the case of base oils. Figures 3 and 4 show pressure-mean diameter relation of the elliptically deformed Al sphere and Cu sphere, respectively, for base oil PAO and its greases. Vertical lines are onset pressures of microsphere deformation. The variation of Cu sphere deformation is smaller than that of Al sphere deformation. The onset pressure of greases is almost the same as that of their base oil. The value of PAO6U seems to be a little higher than that of the others. Figure 5 shows the onset pressures P d of microsphere deformation for all the specimen lubricants. In an Al microsphere, the P d for the traction oils TD2Li is about 0.6 GPa, and it is 1.5-1.8 GPa for PAO greases and MAC greases. P d s for a Cu microsphere are about 20% higher than those for an Al microsphere. This is because the yield stress of Cu is larger than that of Al. Therefore, the lower P d values of an Al sphere are assumed to be the solidification pressures. The solidification pressures of lithium greases are almost the same as those of their base oils. Whereas, the solidification pressures of urea greases are slightly higher than those of their base oils and lithium greases.
Rough estimation of traction coefficient of the solidified greases
The contours of the deformed spheres were smoothed to approximate ellipses, and the axis lengths of the ellipses were derived assuming that the area of a smoothed ellipse is equal to the actual area of the deformed sphere, which was obtained with the aid of a computer-based image processor.
The deformed spheres were assumed to be compressed spheroids. By choosing their three axes to coincide with the principal strain directions of plastic deformation as shown in Fig. 6 , three principal strains ε x , ε y , ε z (x, y: radial direction, z: compression one) were obtained, where principal compression strain ε z  was obtained based on volume constancy. Equivalent strains were calculated and pressure-ε eq relations for base oil PAO and its greases are shown in Fig. 7 . The values of greases are roughly almost the same as that of their base oil PAO. Maximum ε eq for Al spheres is about 1, and for Cu spheres, it is about 0.2. Similar pressure-ε eq relations were obtained for TD2Li and MAC greases.
The shear stresses of the solidified oils were roughly estimated from principal strains and ε eq of the deformed spheres, based on the following assumptions:
(1) The equivalent stress of a Cu sphere, σ eq , is given by F(ε eq + ) n , where F and n are found to be 0.555 GPa and 0.462 for ε eq < 0.3, and 0.386 GPa and 0.188 for ε eq > 0.3, respectively. These coefficients were obtained from a compression test up to a ε eq value of 1.8. In the case of an Al sphere, σ eq = F(ε eq ) n , where F and n were found to be 0.157 GPa and 0.26, respectively; the three principal deviatoric stresses were derived from plastic deformation theory. (2) The strain and stress states of the solidified lubricants in the immediate vicinity of the sphere are the same as those for the sphere itself. Therefore, the pressure of these solidified lubricants is equal to P s . Resolved shear stress τ 1 was obtained from deviatoric stresses of the solidified greases and τ 1 /P s , which is similar definition to traction coefficient, are shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10 for TD2Li, PAO greases and MAC greases, respectively. At low pressure, the values near an Al sphere are higher than those near a Cu sphere for all the greases (under about 1.2 GPa for TD2Li and 2.5 GPa for both PAO greases and MAC greases). At high pressure, the values near a Cu sphere are higher than those near an Al sphere for all the greases. This is because of the differing strengths of Al and Cu. Connecting lines from higher values near an Al sphere to higher values near a Cu sphere are also shown in three figures and they seem to be rough estimation of the traction coefficients from the traction test [2] . Estimated traction coefficients are 0.06-0.07 at 0.6-2.5 GPa for TD2 grease and about 0.03-0.04 around 3 GPa for both PAO greases and MAC greases and there are few differences between greases and their base oils under the quasi-static compression condition.
Conclusions
From aluminum sphere deformation in the greases, the solidification pressures of lithium greases were obtained and were almost the same as those of their base oils. Whereas, the solidification pressures of urea greases were slightly higher than those of their base oils and lithium greases. The solidification pressure was about 0.6 GPa for the traction grease, whereas it was 1.5-1.8 GPa for both PAO greases and MAC greases. Estimated traction coefficients from copper sphere deformation were 0.06-0.07 at 0.6 GPa-2.5 GPa for the traction grease and 0.03-0.04 around 3 GPa for both PAO greases and MAC greases and few difference was found out between greases and their base oils for all the lubricants under the quasi-static compression condition in spite of non-Newtonian of greases. 
